Reference for Kalle Kaub.
The comparison in quality of my work before and after Kalleʼs intuition is blindingly
obvious. Because of Kalle, I learnt more about filmmaking, in one semester than ever
before. His lessons were invaluable, always staying focused, entertaining and
inspirational.
Scott Norris
(Former Student)

Kalle Kaub,
I feel I can speak for everyone when I say that during Kalle’s time teaching on this course
last year he inspired us all. His passion for film making was plain to see during his
lectures and this was a key factor as to why his lectures were not only enjoyable, but very
knowledgeable as well. We were taught the technical side to camera and sound recording
at a high level. Kalle can also take a lot of credit for why we’re are such a close year
group as he brought us altogether, arranging for us to watch films together on Tuesday
evenings helped us all hugely to bond.
Overall Kalle was an excellent lecturer for us, especially as first years when we need to be
gripped straight away on the course. You can tell he truly cared for each student, and the
course, and wanted us to produce work of the highest quality, thus making us more driven
to create high quality films.
Rob Daglish

"Professional and passionate, Kalle Kaub is a committed tutor that engages with his students and
brings interesting subjects to life. His knowledge of technical aspects and his unique and
charming method of educating makes him a excellent mentor."
Ross Gillespie - 2011 student at UOG
To whom it may concern
As a student I would like to express my high opinion of Mr Kalle Kaub as a teacher.
His knowledge, professionalism and excellent teaching approach helped immensely the
evolution and improvement of my work as a Film Production student.
Under the guidance of Mr Kaub I have reached a new level of confidence about my craft and art.
With his vast practical experience and his great understanding of cinema as an art form, Mr
Kaub has been the perfect tutor to help me understand better many of the different aspects of
filmmaking.
There are not many things that will help my development as a filmmaker better that the chance
to have him again as a tutor.
Sincerely,
George Popov
Before having the pleasure of sitting through a guest lecture from Kalle, I hadn't had any
moments of inspiration in an academic environment.
The talk was impressive enough, though it was the sincerity in which everything was told that
captivated myself and a lecture theater of people. I heard things from a different prospect and It's
helped me make some big decisions towards my future. It was a fantastic moment to finally feel
like I hadn't made a mistake coming to university. It only took one lecture from, Kalle to kick me
up the arse and change things for the better, so for that time, I'm am very grateful.
Robert Rex Wallace
It’s been a brilliant experience having Kalle as a lecturer. It was apparent throughout the whole
of his time with us, how much he cared about the class and I don’t think there are many
lecturers that will go out of their way outside of lecturing to help students familiarise
themselves with the university equipment. This really did benefit me and helped me learn so
much about fundamental elements of filmmaking. I think Kalle is a truly inspiring individual and
the course has so much to gain from having him there to work with its current students. He’s
professional and hardworking, which is exactly what the course needs to help motivate,
encourage and prepare students for future filmmaking!

Emma Cramb

